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Why Writing a Newsletter and 

Engage in Social Media
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Raising awareness for greater connectivity providing the potential for expansion

Involving the partners in project activities and show contributions of partners and donors

Capacity Development as a FAIR way to transfer knowledge to the end users

Scalability in dissemination and reuse

Transparency for Open Access (OA) knowledge



Newsletter and Social Media 

Advantages

Ease of info publication and dissemination

High issue frequency

Electronic vs in-print format

Traceability of audience reach and feedback

Flexibility of use according to the objectives

Fit for every activity framework 
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Target Audience 
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Target audience Newsletter Format 
Social/Newsletter 

Attractive keywords

Newsletter Dissemination 

channels

Scientific Organizations 

Provide analytical products 

in visualised form. Tables, 

charts, maps etc.

Article, project, institution,

results, publish, review,

climate change, adaptation,

mitigation, mapping, etc.

Email, online/in office 

events.

Farmers 

Priority to photos and 

images. Sharable in phones, 

social chats.

Crop, weather,

productive, technology,

practice, income, profit,

livelihood, market,

consumers, tax, drought,

disaster etc.

Social chats. Field visits.

Extension and private 

services.

Government Organizations 

Strict format. Medium 

coloured and text load.

Infographics. Links.

Stakeholders, policy,

regulation, citizens,

partnership, etc.

Email. Communication

department mailboxes. 

Online/in

office events.

Private Companies 
Infographics, photos. Short 

and precise. Business look.

Profit, income, partnership,

market, services, products,

increase, annual, connect,

target, monetization, etc.

Email. Mailbox. Partnering

organizations. Social chats.



Metrics and Analytics
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Metrics and Analytics
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Metrics and Analytics
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Content:

Projects and Activities Info
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Content:

Blogs and Outcome Stories
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Content:

Researches from Contributors
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Content:

Tools and Practices
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Content:

Infographics and Interviews
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Content:

Partners Spotlights and 

Upcoming Events
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Sources:

Original Material and Contributors

Not-Owned or 

Limited Access 

Content

Owned or Open 

Access Content
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Newsletter Layout and Palette
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Twitter Post Layout

and Best Practices
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Use questions, facts and figures to impress your 

audience and trigger reactions.

Use @ mentions to engage partners with your 

content.

Use between 1 - 3 # hashtags per post. You can 

test it on sites such as https://ritetag.com

Embed an image, best if includes recognizable 

human expressions.

Include a URL to convert the readers and funnel 

them to an exhaustive source of information.



Facebook Post Layout

and Best Practices
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Questions perform well on Facebook and are 

favoured by the newsfeed algorithm.

Use @ mentions to engage partners with your 

content.

No hashtags, except for visual emphasis, as their 

use does not improve metrics on Facebook.

Embed an image, best if includes recognizable 

human expressions.

Include a URL to convert the readers and funnel 

them to an exhaustive source of information, 

Avoid “click-bait” language like “tag 5 people” or 

“comment with your thoughts”



Thank You


